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Abstract—This paper introduces a new method for planning safe motions for complex systems such as humanoid robots. Motion planning consists on finding the best joint trajectories. By using trajectory parameterization, the motion planning problem can be seen as a Semi-Infinite Programming problem (SIP) since it involves a finite number of parameters over an infinite set of constraints. Most methods solve the SIP problem by transforming it into a finite programming one by using a discretization over a prescribed grid. We show that this approach is risky because it can lead to motions which violate one or several constraints. Then we introduce our new method for planning safe motions. It uses Interval Analysis techniques in order to achieve a safe discretization of the constraints. We show how to implement this method and use it with state-of-the-art constrained optimization packages. Then, we illustrate its capabilities for planning safe motions for the HOAP-3 humanoid robot.

Index Terms—Motion planning, Semi Infinite Programming, Discretization, Interval Analysis, Constraints.

I. INTRODUCTION

Motion planning is a classical topic in robotics research. For complex systems such as humanoid robots, motion planning deals with a great number of constraints, which increases the computation time. Therefore, motion planning is usually done off-line to create a database of benchmark motions [1]. Then a simple on-line control loop can track one of these motions.

Motion planning includes the problem of digital actors’ locomotion [2], kick motion generation on HRP-2 robot [3], computing a manipulator robot’s trajectory [4] or smoothing pre-calculated motions [5]. In these works, the planned motions minimize a cost function and validate sets of equality and inequality constraints. With a joint trajectory parameterization, we transform the motion planning problem into a Semi-Infinite Programming problem (SIP), since it involves a finite number of parameters over an infinite continuous set of constraints.

To solve a SIP problem, the set of continuous inequality constraints are usually discretized by picking up several values over a given grid. Therefore, the obtained motions will satisfy the constraints only for the grid nodes. However, between two nodes the retained motion may violate some constraints that can have disastrous consequences on the integrity of the systems.

This paper presents a new method for planning safe motions, i.e. motions which ensure that the inequality constraints remain satisfied all over the motion duration. Our method uses the same optimization algorithms as classical one but replace the time-point discretization by a safe discretization that computes the constraints over time-intervals using Interval Analysis [6]. Interval Analysis has already been used in order to solve in a guaranteed way the problems of self-collision avoidance and prevention for the arms of a 2-degrees of freedom robot [7] or to solve the problem of finding collision-free paths [8].

A preliminary version of our safe discretization method was tested successfully on a two degrees of freedom pendulum where an optimal one-step motion was generated [9]. In the present paper, we address motion planning issues for a more complex system with six degrees of freedom. To be able to yield results in tractable CPU time, our method has been significantly improved. To illustrate the capabilities of our new method, we generate optimal step motions for the HOAP-3 humanoid robot in the sagittal plane while considering two different cost functions and also using two optimization algorithms: C-FSQP [10] and IPOPT [11].

This paper is organized as follows: in section II we introduce the 2-D model of the humanoid robot used to generate motion in the sagittal plane. Section III presents how the motion planning problem is transformed into a Semi-Infinite Programming problem, by a joint trajectory parameterization and emphasizes how risky the usual way of constraint discretization is. Section IV introduces the main ideas of our safe motion planning method and its practical implementation via Interval Analysis. In section V, the comparison between the classical and the safe motion planning methods is exposed for the two analyzed cost functions.

II. MODELING

A. 6 dof serial chain

Let us consider the motions of the HOAP-3 humanoid robot in the sagittal plane and suppose that the balance in the frontal plane may be controlled using, for instance, the method presented in [12]. As a consequence, we can reduce the 3-D humanoid robot into a 2-D plane system, assuming that the upper parts of the body are equivalent to the chest (Cf. Fig 1). Furthermore, we will consider a serial chain starting from
the fixed foot and ending at the flying foot with 6 degrees of freedom (2 ankles, 2 knees, 2 hips).

Fig. 1. 2-D model of the humanoid robot for a one-step motion in the sagittal plane

B. Joint trajectory

We define a motion via the vector $\mathbf{X} = [\tau, \mathbf{p}_1, \mathbf{p}_2, \ldots, \mathbf{p}_6]$ where $\tau$ is the motion duration and $\mathbf{p}_i$ the coefficients of the weighted sum of B-spline functions which model the $i^{th}$ joint position trajectory $q_i(t)$, as follows:

$$q_i(t) = \sum_{j=0}^{N_i} p_{i,j} \times B_j(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The joint velocity and acceleration are obtained by differentiating $1$.

$$\dot{q}_i(t) = \sum_{j=0}^{N_i} p_{i,j} \times \dot{B}_j(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\ddot{q}_i(t) = \sum_{j=0}^{N_i} p_{i,j} \times \ddot{B}_j(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

C. Dynamic modeling

The dynamic model equation allows to compute the joint torques $\Gamma(t)$ knowing the joint angle, velocity and acceleration vectors. This paper deals with the optimization of motions in the sagittal plane, therefore we use the classical Newton-Euler method [13] for computing the joint torques of 2-D robots:

$$\Gamma(t) = NE(q(t), \dot{q}(t), \ddot{q}(t), t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

D. Balance

The computation of the Zero Moment Point (ZMP) gives information about the balance of humanoid robots. The ZMP is defined in [14] as a point, on the contact surface, where total inertia force is equal to zero. If this point stays within the base of support, the robot will keep its balance. The ZMP depends on the joint angle, velocity and acceleration.

$$ZMP(t) = f(q(t), \dot{q}(t), \ddot{q}(t), t).$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

III. MOTION PLANNING

A. Semi-Infinite Programming

For motion planning, one usually solves a constrained optimization problem in order to find out the optimal joint trajectory $q(t)$ which:

minimizes $F(q(t))$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

subject to $\forall i, \forall t \in [0, T]$ $g_i(q(t)) \leq 0$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

and $\forall j$ $h_j(q(t)) = 0$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $F$ denotes the cost or objective function, $g_i$ the set of inequality constraint functions and $h_j$ the set of equality constraint functions.

This is a classical optimal control problem where there are a continuous function: $q(t)$ and a set of continuous inequality constraints $g_i(q(t))$. Therefore we have to deal with an infinite dimensional problem. The B-spline parameterization allow to have a finite number of value to optimized and transform the problem into finding out the optimal parameter vector $\mathbf{X}$ which:

minimizes $F(\mathbf{X})$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

subject to $\forall i, \forall t \in [0, T]$ $g_i(\mathbf{X}, t) \leq 0$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

and $\forall j$ $h_j(\mathbf{X}) = 0$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

This problem is defined as a Semi infinite Programming problem (SIP), because there is a finite number of constraints which must be satisfied over a continuous time that can be expressed as an infinite number of instant $t$ [15].

B. Cost function

The choice of the cost function $F(\mathbf{X})$ for motion planning must take into account the features of the robot and the desired application. Some authors minimize motion duration [16] or jerk [4] for robot manipulators. Some others minimize the energy consumption taking into account the parameters of the motors (friction, ...) [3] or a biological inspired cost function: the torque change [17].

In this paper we investigate two different cost functions:

- the motion duration $F(\mathbf{X}) = \int_0^T 1dt$ (Cf. Sections III-F and IV-D)
- the mechanical energy consumption which is the integral of the Euclidean norm of joint torques $F(\mathbf{X}) = \int_0^T \Gamma^T \Gamma dt$ (Cf. Section V)

C. Equality constraint functions

The set of the equality constraint functions $h_j(\mathbf{X})$ allows to define the motion. These functions usually correspond to constraints on some system state variables at given time instants such as the beginning or the end of a motion. In our case, we consider six equality constraints which are the position of the flying foot at the beginning and at the end of the motion.

D. Inequality constraint functions

The set of the inequality constraints $g_i(\mathbf{X})$ is build from the physical limits of the system. These inequalities must be satisfied over the whole motion duration. In these experiments we consider limitations on the joint position, velocity and torque values and also on the ZMP location in order to ensure
In order to keep the balance of the robot, the ZMP must be }
\text{computed using the guaranteed discretization introduced in our previous work [9]. The main idea at the core of the guaranteed discretization method is to return the extremum values of the inequality constraint functions } g_i(X,t) \text{ during a time interval } [t] = [l,T] \text{ to the optimization algorithm instead of the values taken over the time grid. Then, equation (10) is replaced by:}

\[
\forall i, \forall [t] \in \text{IT} \quad \max_{\forall [r] \in [t]} g_i(X, \tau) \leq 0
\]  

With IT = \{[t_1], [t_2], \ldots, [t_{k-1}], [t_k]\} where time intervals [t] = \{t_0, t_1, \ldots, t_N\}. Interval analysis will allow to do the practical implementation of this method.

\section*{B. Interval analysis}

Interval analysis was initially developed to account for the quantification errors introduced by the floating point representation of real numbers with computers and was extended to validated numerics \cite{19}, \cite{6}, \cite{20}. A real interval [a, b] is a connected and closed subset of \(\mathbb{R}\). With \(a = \inf(a)\) and \(b = \sup(a)\). The set of all real intervals of \(\mathbb{R}\) is denoted by \(\mathbb{I}\). Real arithmetic operations are extended to intervals. Consider an operator \(\circ \in \{+,-,\times,\div\}\) and [a] and [b] two intervals. Then:

\[
[a] \circ [b] = [\inf_{u \in [a], v \in [b]} u \circ v, \sup_{u \in [a], v \in [b]} u \circ v]
\]  

Consider \(m: \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^m\); the range of this function over an interval vector [a] is given by:

\[
m([a]) = \{m(u) \mid u \in [a]\}
\]
The interval function \( [m] : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^m \) is an inclusion function for \( m \) if
\[
\forall \mathbf{a} \in \mathbb{R}^n, \ [m](\mathbf{a}) \subseteq [m](\mathbf{a}) \quad (17)
\]

An inclusion function of \( m \) can be obtained by replacing each occurrence of a real variable by the corresponding interval and each standard function by its interval counterpart. The resulting function is called the natural inclusion function. The performances of the inclusion function depend on the formal expression of \( m \).

Finally, interval analysis offers a practical but guaranteed way to compute minimum and maximum values for a function \( m(t) \) when \( t \) is defined over a given interval \([r]\). An upper bound for the maximum value \( \max_{t \in [r]} (m(t)) \) is given by \( \text{Sup}[m](\mathbf{r}) \) and a lower bound for the minimum value \( \min_{t \in [r]} (m(t)) \) is given by \( \text{Inf}[m](\mathbf{r}) \).

In practice, the bounds thus derived may be too large because of the wrapping and dependence effects. Still, there are several techniques that can be used to obtain tighter ones by using for instance Taylor series expansion or some global optimization techniques [21].

Therefore the upper bounds for (14) \( \max \ g_i \) are obtained in an easy and practical way by computing the upper bound of the inclusion function \( [g_i] \) for a time interval \([r]\):
\[
\forall i, \forall t \in \mathbf{I}_T \quad \text{Sup}[g_i](\mathbf{X}, [r]) \leq 0 \quad (18)
\]

C. Practical application

In this study, we have used a simple way to solve the wrapping and dependence effects issue. In order to compute tighter enclosures for the inclusion functions, and hence a better evaluation of the extremum values of a given function over the time-interval, we have chosen to split the time-intervals.

Splitting is the process that decomposes an interval into \( N_b \) subintervals, then the extremum of the interval may be taken as the extremum of the \( N_b \) both sub-intervals. Figure 4 shows how the splitting makes the enclosure tighter. However, splitting may increase computation time. These splitting steps are carried out until the estimated maximum and minimum values are obtained with an acceptable accuracy.

As an illustrative example, let us consider the inclusion function \( [ZMP](\mathbf{r}) \) (Equation 5). In the latter equation, the \( t \) variable appears several times. Therefore the formal expression of the function \( ZMP(t) \) will suffer from the dependence effect. Thanks to the splitting, we can control the accuracy in the computation of the extremum values.

Let us quantify the accuracy of the enclosures as the relative measure of width of the computed enclosures with regard to the actual one, as follows
\[
\text{eps}(\%) = \frac{\text{width(computed)} - \text{width(actual)}}{\text{width(actual)}} \times 100 \quad (19)
\]

Here, the actual enclosures are the ones obtained with \( N_b = 2^{15} \) subintervals.

Table I shows that the bigger the number of sub-intervals \( (N_b) \), the better the accuracy and the larger the computation time.

D. The constraints are satisfied

We experimented a 7cm step motion generated with our safe motion planning method considering 10 intervals, for the humanoid robot HOAP-3. Figure 6 shows this motion, where the robot keeps its balance contrary to figure 3 where it falls. Figure 5 shows both the ZMP time-history \( ZMP(t) \) and the guarnteed interval discretization \( [ZMP]\) always remain within the base of support.

\[
\forall t \in [0, \tau] \quad -0.04 \leq ZMP(t) \leq 0.068 \quad (20)
\]

Fig. 4. The bounded ZMP over 6 time-intervals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( N_b )</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>128</th>
<th>256</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eps(%)</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_c ) (ms)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

SPLITTING ACCURACY / COMPUTATION TIME

Fig. 5. Representation of the ZMP, for a motion optimized with 10 intervals

Fig. 6. A safe discretization time-minimum motion optimization using C-FSQP [10]
E. The gradient of constraint functions

Some optimization algorithms need the computation of the gradient of the constraint functions with respect to the parameter vector \( \frac{\partial g(X(t))}{\partial X} \). With a grid discretization (Cf Section III-E) this gradient is computed at the grid instant.

Now, the method used in subsection IV-C for solving equation (18) subdivides a given time interval \([t]_k\) into \(N_b\) subintervals \([t]_k = \bigcup_{i=1,...,N_b}[t]_{ki,l}\) Then there exists a subinterval \([t]_{ki,l}\), which contains the maximum of \(g_i(X(t))\) for \(t \in [t]_k\). Since we do not keep track on when the maximum occurs within \([t]_{ki,l}\), we choose to approximate the gradient of the maximum of \(g_i(X(t))\) by the value of the gradient obtained at the middle of the subinterval \([t]_{ki,l}\). This is summarized in the following equation:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial X}\text{Sup}[g_i(X,[t]_k)] \approx \frac{\partial}{\partial X}g_i(X,\text{Mid}[t]_{ki,l})
\]  

(21)

We can infer from this that the number of sub-intervals \(N_b\) will influence the accuracy of the computed gradient and hence the efficiency of the (C-FSQP or IPOPT) optimization algorithm used. Note also that the partial derivatives can be computed either via formal methods or automatic differentiation [22]. In our work, we used the latter.

V. RESULTS

A. Procedure

In this section we compare the usual motion planning method with our safe motion planning method. We want to plan a walking motion with steps of 5 cm. Then we consider a cyclic motion where the initial posture is symmetrical to the final one. We consider the 6 dof model of the HOAP-3 humanoid robot (Subsection. II-A). The joint trajectories are computed with 4 B-splines functions. The vector \(X\) contains \((4 - 1) \times 6 + 1 = 19\) parameters (Here \(-1\) is due to the cyclic nature of the retained motion, i.e. final position is symmetric to the initial one) . We opt for the algorithm IPOPT [11] and perform two optimizations, the first one for minimizing the motion duration and the second one for minimizing the energy consumption. On one hand we assess the classical motion planning method considering a grid of 15 points. On the other hand we use our safe motion planning method considering 5 intervals splitted into 128 sub-intervals.

We repeated 500 times the numerical procedure with random initial conditions to evaluate the impact of our method regarding the repeatability and the time computation of the algorithm.

B. Repeatability

We define the repeatability of a cost function value the percentage of optimization procedure which produce a solution with this value. A high percentage of repeatability means that the optimization algorithm has good convergence properties. Tables II and III show that there are some differences of the cost function values between the classical and the safe motion planning method (1.055 \(\neq 1.075\)). These differences are mainly due to the fact that the classical motion planning method produces a solution which may violate some constraints, whereas a slower motion will not.

Moreover, one can see that the percentage of a failure of the optimization algorithm is higher with the classical motion planning method (4\%) than with the safe motion planning method (0.4\%). In the same time the percentage to have one of the two best cost function values is higher considering a safe motion planning (98.6\%) than the classical one (76.8\%). We can see the same phenomena on Tables IV and V, even if the difference is smaller (97.6\% against 95.4\%). This is due to the fact that an energy-minimum motion is slower than a time-minimum motion and consequently violates less the dynamic constraint functions. Therefore it appears that a guaranteed discretization ensures a better convergence for the optimization algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost function value</th>
<th>Repeatability (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.055</td>
<td>52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.135</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.215</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.225</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>failure</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II

REPEATABILITY FOR A TIME-MINIMUM CLASSICAL MOTION PLANNING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost function value</th>
<th>Repeatability (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.075</td>
<td>51.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.145</td>
<td>47.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.655</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.835</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.905</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>failure</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III

REPEATABILITY FOR A TIME-MINIMUM SAFE MOTION PLANNING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost function value</th>
<th>Repeatability (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>90.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.05</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>failure</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV

REPEATABILITY FOR AN ENERGY-MINIMUM CLASSICAL MOTION PLANNING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost function value</th>
<th>Repeatability (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>89.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>failure</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V

REPEATABILITY FOR AN ENERGY-MINIMUM SAFE MOTION PLANNING
C. Computation time

A study about the computation time of these two methods for a simple 2-dof system was done in [9]. Table VI shows the difference of the computation time between the classical and the safe motion planning method considering two different cost functions: the motion duration and the energy consumption. The computation time of the safe motion planning method is slower than the classical one, and the choice of the cost function has an effect on the computation time. Indeed a time-minimum motion has fast dynamics that cause constraint violation, thus the optimization algorithm will call more often the constraint functions than for a slower motion such as energy minimum motion. That is why safe motion planning method is 10 times slower than classical one for a time-minimum motion and only 4 times slower for energy-minimum motion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>classical</th>
<th>safe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>time-minimum</td>
<td>8 s</td>
<td>90 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>energy-minimum</td>
<td>39 s</td>
<td>168 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF THE COMPUTATION TIME

D. Experiments

Figure 7 shows an energy-minimum motion computed with the safe motion planning method. One can see that the safe motion planning method generates a motion which avoids any constraint violation since the robot keeps its balance.

![Fig. 7. Energy-minimum 5cm step motion](image)

VI. CONCLUSION

Motion planning consist on finding the best joint trajectory which minimizes a cost function and validate a set of equality and inequality constraints. Usually the joint trajectory is computed from a set of parameters. This parameterization allow to see the motion planning problem as a Semi-Infinite Programming (SIP) problem which is solved by transforming it into a finite one thanks to a time-grid discretization. Unfortunately the time-grid discretization can lead to some constraint violations which may impact the integrity and on the balance of the robot.

To the contrary our new safe motion planning method uses Interval Analysis to compute the maximum of the constraint functions over time-intervals, which avoids any constraint violation. We showed that our method increases the repeatability of the algorithm but the computation time is larger.

Here we addressed the one-dimension time discretization issue but the same approach can be used for N-dimensions space discretization. We illustrated our safe motion planning method with a 2-D model of humanoid robots. We plan to use it with a 3-D model.
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